Intermittent explosive disorder (IED) is more common and complex than was once thought,
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Reanalysis of a threefold larger data set from the same study site (Coccaro and Zimmerman, unpublished) yielded the same result.

Far from rare. More recently, our findings from a small sample suggested that the community rate of lifetime IED is about 4% by DSM-IV criteria and 5% by research criteria. In the United States, we estimate that the lifetime rate of IED could be 4.5 to 18 million persons using DSM-IV criteria or 6.7 to 22.2 million using IED research criteria. If so, IED is at least as common as other major psychiatric disorders, including schizophrenia or bipolar illness. The ongoing National Comorbidity Study is expected to produce more definitive community data.

PSYCHIATRIC COMORBIDITY

Axis I disorders. IED is highly comorbid with mood, anxiety, and substance use disorders, although no causal relationship has been shown.

Mood and substance abuse disorders. IED’s age of onset may precede that of mood and substance use disorders, according to analysis of our unpublished data. If so, comorbid IED may not occur in the context of mood or substance use disorders.

Anxiety disorders. We have noted a similar pattern with IED and anxiety disorders, although phobic anxiety disorders (simple or social phobia) tend to manifest earlier than IED. This suggests that early-onset phobic anxiety might be associated with an increased risk of IED in adolescence or young adulthood.

Bipolar disorder. McElroy has suggested a relationship between IED and bipolar disorder. In some samples, as many as one-half of IED patients (56%) have comorbid bipolar disorder when one includes bipolar II and cyclothymia. Moreover, some subjects’ aggressive episodes

based on recent evidence. Recurrent, problematic, impulsive aggression is highly comorbid with other psychiatric conditions—including mood and personality disorders—and undermines social relationships and job performance. Typical characteristics of IED are outlined in Table 1.

This article offers updated diagnostic criteria and a two-pronged algorithm that can help you diagnose and treat this aggression disorder.

HOW COMMON IS IED?

DSM-IV states that IED is “apparently rare.” This statement is far from surprising, given the limitations of DSM criteria. Surveys of hospitalized patients in the 1980s found that only 1.1% met DSM-III criteria for IED. In another study of more than 400 patients seeking treatment for aggression, only 1.8% met DSM-III criteria for IED (although far more would likely have met DSM-IV criteria).

A more recent survey of 411 psychiatric outpatients found that 3.8% met current and 6.2% met lifetime DSM-IV criteria for IED, using the Structured Clinical Interview for DSM-IV Diagnoses (SCID).
appear to resemble “microdysphoric manic episodes.” Other studies, however, find a much lower rate (10% or less) of IED comorbidity with bipolar illness.

Bipolar disorder overall may not be highly comorbid with IED, although rates may be higher in specialty clinic samples. In individuals with any kind of bipolar disorder, mood stabilizers—rather than selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors (SSRIs)—are probably the better choice as first-line treatment of IED.

Axis II disorders. DSM-IV allows IED diagnosis in individuals with borderline or antisocial personality disorder, as long as these cluster B disorders do not better explain the aggressive behavior. How a clinician makes this distinction is not clear; in fact, most clinicians do not diagnose IED in patients with personality disorders, regardless of the clinical picture.

IED comorbidity with borderline or antisocial personality disorders varies with the sample. Persons with personality disorders who seek treatment of aggressive behavior are more likely to have comorbid IED (90%) than those not seeking treatment who are outpatients (50%) or in the community (25%).

Individuals with personality disorders and IED score higher in aggression and lower in psychosocial function than do similar individuals without IED, indicating that the additional diagnosis is relevant.

Some patients’ aggressive episodes resemble ‘microdysphoric manic episodes’

A full diagnostic evaluation uncovers a personality disorder, not otherwise specified (eight scattered traits from obsessive-compulsive personality disorder and from each of the cluster B personality disorders), and no Axis I condition other than intermittent explosive disorder.

PROBLEMS DEFINING IED

Intermittent explosive disorder is the only DSM diagnosis that applies to persons with histories of recurrent, problematic aggression not caused by another mental or physical disorder. Even so, little research on IED is available. DSM criteria for IED are poorly operationalized and have improved only modestly since the diagnosis was first included in DSM-III. In that revision, IED had four criteria.

“A” criteria specified recurrent outbursts of “seriously assaultive or destructive behavior,” but left unanswered important questions such as:

- What behavior crosses the threshold for “seriously” assaultive or destructive?
- Does any physical assault qualify, or only those that cause physical injury (or stigmata)?
- How often or within what time must the behavior occur?

The phrase “recurrent acts of aggression” suggested that at least three acts of aggression were required to reach the threshold, but DSM-III provided no guidelines.

“B” criteria stated that the aggression should be out of proportion to the provocation. But how should one judge this criterion, when provocative stimuli sometimes are clearly sufficient to prompt a justifiably aggressive act?

“C” criteria excluded persons who are aggressive or impulsive between ill-defined “aggressive episodes.” This exclusion was especially limiting because individuals with recurrent, problematic, aggressive behaviors generally are impulsive and

Case report continued. Mr. P’s outbursts have cost him several friendships, including romantic relationships. He has never advanced at work because he is seen as too volatile to supervise subordinates. Though some of Mr. P’s aggressive outbursts have occurred under the influence of alcohol, most are not related to alcohol or drug use. He has no medical problems and no other psychiatric history.
aggressive between more-severe outbursts. Excluding those who otherwise met diagnostic criteria for IED led to a spuriously low prevalence rate and limited the number of research subjects. DSM-IV eliminated this criterion but made no other notable changes in IED criteria.

“D” criteria in DSM-III and III-R further restricted the number of individuals who could meet this diagnosis:

- In DSM-III, antisocial personality disorder excluded the diagnosis of IED.
- In DSM-III-R, borderline personality disorder was added as an exclusionary factor.

Because of these restrictions, very few clinically valid cases of IED (individuals meeting A and B criteria) could receive an IED diagnosis.10

EVOLVING DIAGNOSTIC CRITERIA

By the early 1990s, DSM diagnostic criteria clearly severely restricted the study of recurrent, problematic aggression, even though research since DSM-III had greatly advanced our understanding of human aggression. For example, data linked impulsive aggression to deficits in central serotonergic function and suggested that agents that enhance serotonergic activity could modify this behavior. Some investigators proposed research criteria for IED (IED-R) so that individuals with recurrent, problematic, impulsive aggression could be identified and studied. Research criteria first published in 19987 proposed six changes/clarifications in IED diagnostic criteria:

**Lower-intensity aggression.** The scope of aggressive behavior was expanded to include verbal and indirect physical aggression, provided that these behaviors are associated with distress and/or impairment. Data from double-blind, placebo-controlled trials indicated that these lower-intensity (although usually higher frequency) behaviors respond well to treatment with SSRIs.11,12

**Impulsivity.** The aggression was specified as impulsive. This change identified individuals with greater liability for deficits in central serotonergic function and excluded individuals with premeditated or criminal aggression.

**A minimal frequency** of aggression over time was proposed to make the IED diagnosis more reliable and to ensure that persons with only occasional impulsive aggressive outbursts (especially of low severity) were given this diagnosis. **Subjective distress** (in the individual) and/or social or occupational dysfunction was proposed so that putatively aggressive individuals are not diagnosed for manifesting behaviors that are not functionally severe.

**Diagnostic exclusionary criteria** were modified so that individuals with:

- antisocial or borderline personality disorder could be diagnosed with IED if otherwise warranted
- aggressive behaviors confined within major depression episodes could not be diagnosed with IED.

This last change recognized that impulsive, aggressive outbursts could point to major depressive disorder.

When the revised criteria were tested in patients seeking treatment for aggression, those who met IED-R criteria were found to exhibit significantly greater aggression and impulsivity (using validated scales) and lower global functioning than those who did not.7 Statistical adjustments made to account for aggression score differences eliminated the difference in global functioning, which suggested a direct link between aggression and global function in individuals with IED-R.

**Two patterns.** Later research uncovered at least patterns of aggressive outbursts:

- **Low intensity at high frequency** (such as verbal arguments or door slamming approximately twice weekly)
Earlier, Virkkunen et al. reported reduced cerebrospinal fluid 5-hydroxyindoleacetic acid concentrations in persons diagnosed with IED based on DSM-III criteria, compared with persons who were not diagnosed with IED and those who demonstrated nonimpulsive aggression.

TREATING IED

Cognitive therapy. Few double-blind, randomized, placebo-controlled trials of any treatments for IED have been published. Trials using cognitive-behavioral approaches have reduced self-rated

---

**Table 2**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Updated diagnostic criteria for intermittent explosive disorder</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>A.</strong> Recurrent incidents of aggression** manifest as either:**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. <strong>Verbal or physical aggression</strong> towards other people, animals, or property occurring twice weekly on average for 1 month OR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. <strong>Three episodes</strong> involving physical assault against other people or destruction of property over a 1-year period</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>B.</strong> The degree of aggressiveness expressed is grossly out of proportion to the provocation or any precipitating psychosocial stressors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>C.</strong> The aggressive behavior is generally not premeditated (ie, is impulsive) and is not committed to achieve a tangible objective (such as money, power, intimidation, etc.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>D.</strong> The aggressive behavior causes marked distress in the individual or impairs occupational or interpersonal functioning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>E.</strong> The aggressive behavior is not better explained by another mental disorder (such as a major depressive/manic/psychotic disorder, attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder, general medical condition [head trauma, Alzheimer’s disease], or due to the direct physiologic effects of a substance)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Adapted from reference 7

Earlier, Virkkunen et al. reported reduced cerebrospinal fluid 5-hydroxyindoleacetic acid concentrations in persons diagnosed with IED based on DSM-III criteria, compared with persons who were not diagnosed with IED and those who demonstrated nonimpulsive aggression.

INFLUENCE OF HEREDITY

No twin or adoption studies of IED have been performed. However, family history data suggest that IED (or IED-type behavior) is familial. I recently conducted a blinded, controlled, family history study using IED-R criteria and found a significantly elevated risk for IED (p < 0.01) in relatives of persons with a history of IED (26%), compared with non-IED controls (8%). Comorbid conditions did not affect the risk among the IED subjects or their relatives, suggesting that IED is familial and independent of other conditions.

Nearly all studies of aggression’s biology and treatment have measured aggression as a dimensional variable along a continuous scale from low to high. Our studies have allowed us to explore biological and treatment response correlates. In preliminary analyses, we have found that the maximal prolactin response to d-fenfluramine challenge and the number of platelet serotonin transporter binding sites are:

- reduced in subjects meeting research criteria for IED
- inversely correlated with dimensional measures of impulsive aggression.

---

- **high intensity at low frequency** (such as physical aggression resulting in injury or destruction of nontrivial property at least three times per year).

Data revealed that 69% of individuals with IED-like histories displayed both aggression patterns, 20% displayed only the high-intensity/low-frequency pattern, and 11% displayed only the low-intensity/high-frequency pattern.

Because further analysis revealed no important differences between these groups in measures of aggression and impulsivity, IED-R criteria were revised to include both patterns in the “A” criteria. This revision integrated the essences of IED-R and DSM criteria into one diagnostic set (Table 2).
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reduction in overt aggression scores in IED subjects with a DSM cluster B personality disorder who were treated with divalproex, compared with placebo. This study used the same design and outcome measure as our study12 and included subjects who met both DSM-IV and research criteria for IED.

For unknown reasons, divalproex was no more effective than placebo in IED subjects without cluster B personality disorder. More research is needed to uncover predictors of antiaggressive response in IED subjects.

Unipolar vs. bipolar. McElroy9 has suggested using SSRIs (or other antidepressants) as first-line treatment for IED subjects with unipolar affective symptoms and mood stabilizers for those with bipolar affective symptoms. IED subjects without bipolar affective symptoms should be treated first with SSRIs (Algorithm, page 58).

Preliminary data suggest a role for atypical antipsychotics to treat aggressive behavior in patients with schizophrenia or bipolar disorder, but no empiric data exist.

Beta blockers such as propranolol also may be considered.2 However, beta blockers are more difficult to dose and are associated with more burdensome side effects, compared with SSRIs.

---

Table 3

Characteristic behaviors of aggressive individuals*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Severity</th>
<th>Behaviors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mildly aggressive</td>
<td>Occasional verbal arguments and/or temper tantrums</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moderately aggressive</td>
<td>Frequent verbal arguments and temper tantrums (about twice weekly on average), occasional destruction of property, rare or occasional physical assault against others (usually without injury)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Highly aggressive</td>
<td>Frequent verbal arguments and temper tantrums (about twice weekly) and/or more than occasional destruction of property or physical assault against others, sometimes with injury</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Characteristics given are descriptive and not based on data.

anger and its expression in young adults with anger disorders.4 Although many of these subjects may have had IED, it is not known if this approach works in IED.

Drug therapy. SSRIs. A trial by this author using fluoxetine showed that impulsive aggressive behavior responds to treatment that targets the central serotonergic system.23 Forty subjects with personality disorders and histories of impulsive aggression received fluoxetine, 20 to 60 mg qd, or placebo for 12 weeks. Fluoxetine reduced overt aggression and irritability about 67% more than placebo, as assessed by the Overt Aggression Scale Modified for Outpatients (OAS-M).

All subjects met research criteria for IED. A reanalysis suggests that SSRIs may be most effective in moderately aggressive patients (Table 3), whose serotonergic system may be less impaired than that of highly aggressive patients.18

Mood stabilizers. Impulsively aggressive subjects who do not respond to an SSRI may respond to a mood stabilizer.23 An antiaggressive response in IED-like subjects has been reported for lithium,24 carbamazepine,25 and diphenylhydantoin.26

Recently, Hollander et al27 reported greater
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Continued on page 58
Mr. P was started on an SSRI. His aggressive outbursts decreased in intensity and frequency over 3 months but were not eliminated. After 6 months he dropped out of treatment, but returned 5 weeks later because his aggressive outbursts had resumed their pre-treatment level. SSRI treatment was restarted, and Mr. P began a 12-week anger management course of relaxation training, cognitive restructuring, and coping skills.

Case report continued. Mr. P was started on an SSRI. His aggressive outbursts decreased in intensity and frequency over 3 months but were not eliminated. After 6 months he dropped out of treatment, but returned 5 weeks later because his aggressive outbursts had resumed their pre-treatment level. SSRI treatment was restarted, and Mr. P began a 12-week anger management course of relaxation training, cognitive restructuring, and coping skills.
training. He gained greater control over his aggressive outbursts and continues monthly medication checks and anger management “booster sessions.”
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